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When the Law of God descends upon spirits, this Law is moved by His Love and His Will. Divine
Justice is also Love.

If a heart does not open by itself and does not let itself be touched and molded by Divine Mercy, so
that the Law of Evolution may not stop in the Creation of the Father, His Justice descends upon
beings. But Divine Justice is also Love.

Divine Justice is not a punishment which descends upon humankind, Justice is what moves the Law
of Evolution and what dissolves the obstacles which prevent creatures to keep growing. Justice is
moved by Love, but not the human love, not a love for a single creature, but rather for all the
Creation.

Mercy is a Law that, for the salvation of a single soul, puts at risk many others. For this reason all
the impossible causes find solution in Divine Mercy, but for it to act in a consciousness, this
consciousness needs to open itself, ask, clamor and surrender itself, giving in all pride, haughtiness,
and vanity that blind its eyes and do not allow it to see God before itself.

When the being surrenders itself and humbles itself before the One who is Life itself, Mercy acts
and it does not matter the weight of its faults or the severity of its mistakes: if sincere is the heart, all
can be healed.

Justice only comes when hearts close their doors to Divine Mercy and prefer keeping themselves
blind before the Father to truly surrender themselves to Him. And the surrender of which I tell you
is not a word that comes from a mouth of a man, not even a movement that your body can make
before an altar. In order to surrender yourselves, you must get tired of what you are and assiduously
seek to be others.

It is not enough to give in something to God: you must make your surrender reach His Hands and
strive so that your own condition of mistake may give space to that which, in truth, you must be.

Justice comes to put you in the place that your are supposed to be, a place which you will be able to
observe yourselves and realize how many times the Hand of God has been outstretched before you
and you said "no" with your actions, you little faith and your lack of effort and true perseverance.

Justice, children, is not a punishment. Justice is Love; Love that values and takes care of all Life
and places each being where they must be so that evolution may flow in all levels.

If someday the acting of Justice touches you, do not fear, but give thanks because Justice is Love.
Allow this Justice to wash your eyes and bring you new opportunities of growing. Because what
God offers to His Creatures is His Infinite Love, and some receive it through the vehicle of Justice,
others receive it through the vehicle of Mercy, according to how much they open their hearts and
dispose their consciousnesses.
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Either through Justice or through Mercy, feel the Love of God that calls you to be different, and ask
for the Grace of fulfilling His Will. Maybe, one day, neither through Justice nor through Mercy, He
may have to send His Love, because this Love will be able to emerge from the hearts of those who
essentially unite to God, and those will find, in themselves, the likeness of Him.

With these words, I prepare you for the times of Justice and Mercy.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


